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now that we have our authentication done and our access token returned, we can call the api and
get some data for the objects that we have created. here we will run a get request for all of the
objects that we have created. note that requests provides the basic_auth method of handling
authentication. in this case, we are setting the username and password parameters. the username is
the same as the one that was set in the authentication flow on the url. >>> import requests >>>
my_api_key = '12345' >>> response = requests.get('', headers='x-cisco-meraki-api-key: %s' %
my_api_key) python requests facebook login this is a common way to include an api key in requests
and is supported by most web service functions. however, there are some functions that do not
accept the headers argument as the api key value. these are listed on the meraki api documentation
page: . these functions are http basic authentication functions that require the api key in the
authorization header and are listed in the proxies argument. for example: >>> my_api_key =
'12345' >>> response = requests.get(my_url, proxies='', headers='x-cisco-meraki-api-key: %s' %
my_api_key) python requests facebook login now that we have the api key in the authorization
header of all requests, we can use the response object to access the data we need from the
facebook api. this is the same api we used in the ios example from the beginning of the lesson.
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the swagger description of this api is a bit verbose, but it's still useful as a reference for the api. the
swagger api specification must be json-serialized and include the json schema validations, and we

use the python-openapi-generator to generate the python client code for the swagger api
specification. this is a great tool for generating code from swagger api specifications, and an easy to

use python library that we will be using throughout the tutorial. import requests server = ''
redirect_url = '' code = requests.get(redirect_url).text next, we query the server using a post request

and we specify that the payload should be json in the json argument. requests.post(server,
json={"code": "1.2.3", "redirect_uri": "", "grant_type": "authorization_code", "client_id": "2",

"client_secret": "4", "code": "2.3.4", "redirect_url": "", "error": ""}) if the request succeeds, we will
get a response with an access token. we will need to get the user's access token. we will send a get
request to the url returned by redirect_url and we will specify that the payload should be xml in the

json argument. 5ec8ef588b
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